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Digital Assessment: An Authentic Future

1. How does the future look?
2. More authentic assessment
3. What do the students say?
How does the future look?
Digital Competencies:
What are they? Why are they important today?
93% European workplaces across all sectors use **computers**.

94% European workplaces use **broadband internet**.

Bridging the digital divide: Authentic Assessment
Are you ready for the future of assessment?
55% of students agree digital assessment is more authentic.

51% of students are more likely to apply to a course with digital assessment.

*Based on a sample of 321 surveyed students in European Universities*
Why a **Platform**

Why start your journey with a full assessment platform?

- Single **student environment** for all assessment types
- Reduce strain on your **VLE**
- Single source of truth for **assessment data**
- Flexibility to create a **mixed diet** of assessment
- You **don’t have to bolt** them all together
We support the entire Assessment Cycle
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